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Applying Sequential Analytic Methods to Self-Reported Information to
Anticipate Care Needs
Abstract

Purpose: Identifying care needs for newly enrolled or newly insured individuals is important under the
Affordable Care Act. Systematically collected patient-reported information can potentially identify subgroups
with specific care needs prior to service use.
Methods: We conducted a retrospective cohort investigation of 6,047 individuals who completed a
10-question needs assessment upon initial enrollment in Kaiser Permanente Colorado (KPCO), a not-forprofit integrated delivery system, through the Colorado State Individual Exchange. We used responses from
the Brief Health Questionnaire (BHQ), to develop a predictive model for receiving care in the top 25% for
cost, then applied cluster analytic techniques to identify different high cost subpopulations. Per-member-permonth cost was measured from 6-12 months following BHQ response.
Results: BHQ responses significantly predictive of high cost care included self-reported health status,
functional limitations, medication use, presence of 0-4 chronic conditions, self-reported ED use during the
prior year, and lack of prior insurance. Age, gender, and deductible-based insurance product were also
predictive. The largest possible range of predicted probabilities of being in the top 25% of cost was 3.5% to
96.4%. Within the top cost quartile, examples of potentially actionable clusters of patients included those with
high morbidity, prior utilization, depression risk and financial constraints; high morbidity, previously
uninsured individuals with few financial constraints; and relatively healthy, previously insured individuals with
medication needs.
Conclusions: Applying sequential predictive modeling and cluster analytic techniques to patient-reported
information can identify subgroups of individuals within heterogeneous populations who may benefit from
specific interventions to optimize initial care delivery.
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ABSTRACT
Purpose: Identifying care needs for newly enrolled or newly insured individuals is important under the
Affordable Care Act. Systematically collected patient-reported information can potentially identify
subgroups with specific care needs prior to service use.
Methods: We conducted a retrospective cohort investigation of 6,047 individuals who completed a
10-question needs assessment upon initial enrollment in Kaiser Permanente Colorado (KPCO), a not-forprofit integrated delivery system, through the Colorado State Individual Exchange. We used responses
from the Brief Health Questionnaire (BHQ), to develop a predictive model for cost for receiving care in
the top 25 percent, then applied cluster analytic techniques to identify different high-cost subpopulations.
Per-member, per-month cost was measured from 6 to 12 months following BHQ response.
Results: BHQ responses significantly predictive of high-cost care included self-reported health status,
functional limitations, medication use, presence of 0–4 chronic conditions, self-reported emergency
department (ED) use during the prior year, and lack of prior insurance. Age, gender, and deductiblebased insurance product were also predictive.The largest possible range of predicted probabilities
of being in the top 25 percent of cost was 3.5 percent to 96.4 percent. Within the top cost quartile,
examples of potentially actionable clusters of patients included those with high morbidity, prior
utilization, depression risk and financial constraints; those with high morbidity, previously uninsured
individuals with few financial constraints; and relatively healthy, previously insured individuals with
medication needs.
Conclusions: Applying sequential predictive modeling and cluster analytic techniques to patientreported information can identify subgroups of individuals within heterogeneous populations who may
benefit from specific interventions to optimize initial care delivery.
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Introduction
The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act
(ACA) resulted in 11.6 million individuals purchasing
insurance coverage through federal or state
exchange marketplace plans and over 5 million
individuals enrolling in expanded Medicaid and CHIP
programs by mid-2015.1,2 Because the marketplace
is not static, and benefit and subsidy eligibility may
fluctuate, many people continue to move between
insurers even after initial enrollment. As a result,
insurers, clinicians, and health care delivery systems
continue to engage new members and patients.
To optimize health outcomes in this environment, it
is increasingly important to anticipate care needs of
new patients. However, predicting care needs of new
beneficiaries before they utilize services is difficult.
Usual approaches to assessing service needs based
on past utilization and morbidity burden are not
possible for individuals who have not yet received
care. It is also difficult to extrapolate from published
estimates of the morbidity burden of newly insured
individuals because national estimates apply only
to previously uninsured populations, not the larger
number of transitioning beneficiaries.3,4
The most straightforward approach to
understanding the care needs of new patients is
to ask them. Prediction rules to identify high-need
patients from self-reported information have been
previously developed from national survey data and
Medicaid needs assessments.5,6 However, applying
such predictive models in clinical settings is limited
by generalizability beyond the specific setting and
by population heterogeneity: Existing prediction
rules may not accurately identify high risk individuals
when applied in new populations, and those
identified are likely to have a wide range of needs.
To be actionable, effective interventions to optimize
initial care delivery must be based on specific clinical
and psychosocial information, and must focus on
smaller target populations.
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To address these limitations, we combined two
analytic methods with a 10-question needs
assessment, the Brief Health Questionnaire (BHQ),
to identify actionable target populations for care
management of newly enrolled members of an
integrated delivery system. We developed predictive
models to estimate the individual probability of
high service needs, and combined this with cluster
analytic techniques to identify meaningful subgroups
within the high-need population that may be
amenable to specific interventions or actions. Our
premise was that enhancing traditional predictive
modeling with data-based algorithms and basing
both on current self-reported information would
provide more accurate information on the specific
care needs of new members. Specifically, smaller
and more homogeneous target populations
would potentially be amenable to tailored care
management interventions.
Our aims in this paper were the following: (1) to
identify BHQ responses and other factors among a
cohort of 2014 new non-Medicare members enrolling
through the Colorado State individual exchange
marketplace that predict higher costs, and (2) to
determine whether there are potentially meaningful
clusters of BHQ responses that are associated with
higher costs.

Methods
Study Setting and Population
This retrospective cohort study was conducted at
Kaiser Permanente Colorado (KPCO), a not-for-profit
integrated health care delivery system. Our focus
for these analyses was on members with new KPCO
health care benefits effective between January 1
and June 30, 2014 with no prior membership, who
enrolled as individuals through Connect for Health
Colorado, the Colorado state ACA marketplace (“the
exchange”), and who completed the Brief Health
Questionnaire in the first six months of 2014. We
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excluded anyone who had a face-to-face encounter
in the KPCO system prior to completing the BHQ.
Generating Evidence & Methods
Thepatient
indexoutcomes
date was the date of BHQ completion.
to improve
If individuals changed insurance products during
the year, we selected the product around the BHQ
date. KPCO offers a variety of insurance products:
traditional health maintenance organization (HMO),
deductible coinsurance (DHMO), and high-deductible
Generating Evidence & Methods
tohealth
improve (HDHP)
patient outcomes
plans with health savings accounts.
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The KPCO Institutional Review Board reviewed
the protocol for the BHQ program and associated
analyses and determined that it met criteria for an
operations intervention with intent to publish rather
than human subjects research. Thus it was exempted
from IRB review.
Data Sources and Measures
The BHQ consists of 10 previously validated
questions that were used in analyses, the responses
to which, for purposes of clustering and predictive
modeling, were coded 0 or 1, with 1 indicating
potentially greater care needs.7-18 The questions,
with positive responses indicated in parentheses,
are the following: general health status (poor/fair
health); conditions interfere with daily activity (yes);
asthma (yes); diabetes (yes); heart disease (yes);
high blood pressure (yes); prescription medications
(yes); positive Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ)2 depression screen (score 3 or more); financial
constraints (yes); prior year inpatient and ED use
(1 or more times); and no prior year insurance
coverage (no insurance for more than eight months).
Operating under the assumption that positive
responses to the BHQ would potentially trigger
clinical action, we grouped missing responses
with nonpositive responses. The BHQ was offered
by telephone to eligible members calling for an
appointment and was accessible on the KPCO
patient portal site. There was also limited outreach
to new members who had not yet contacted the
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system. Responses to BHQ questions were entered
into the member’s electronic health record (EHR).
We obtained utilization-related costs for members
from the time of BHQ completion through the end
of 2014 or disenrollment. Costs came from KPCO’s
costs accounting system, which combines medical
utilization with the General Ledger and calculates
direct unit costs and relative overhead to provide
a total cost for a medical service. We divided
members’ total costs by their months of enrollment
to create a per-member, per-month (PMPM) cost.
Analysis
The dependent variable for predictive model
development was high cost of care, defined as
being in the top 25 percent of the study population
for total cost of care during the time between
BHQ completion and either the end of enrollment
or December 31, 2014—whichever came first. The
characteristics considered for independent variables
were BHQ responses, age, gender, and benefit
plan. Because one of our objectives was to identify
the strength and precision of BHQ responses and
other readily available demographic and insurance
characteristics in predicting inclusion in the top
quartile of costs, we used predictive methods, as
opposed to explanatory methods.19
We split the data into approximately equal halves
to create temporal training and validation data sets.
We then estimated a logistic regression model on
the training data set. We evaluated all of the BHQ
responses for inclusion in the regression model,
as well as age, gender, and product type. We
then plotted receiver operating curves (ROC) and
calculated c-statistics on the training and combined
data sets, estimated using the final selected model.
We also calculated the c statistic on the validation
data set scored using the coefficients from the
model estimated on the training sample in order to
get an estimate of optimism.19
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Calibration plots under the final model were created
using the same data set and estimation setup
as above, where scatter plots of average actual
probability and 95 percent confidence interval
bands by model prediction decile were generated.
These plots allow for easy visual inspection of model
accuracy overall and by different ranges of model
predictions.
The sample size was fixed because of the
retrospective design. Assuming a requirement of 10–
20 outcome events relative to candidate predictors,
using a random sample of 3,034 members to develop
the predictive model yielded 830 events, which
allowed us to consider 41 to 83 degrees of freedom.20
Clustering Methods
We used k-means clustering, a partitive clustering
method, to identify subgroups of patients within the
highest quartile of cost that could potentially benefit
from tailored outreach efforts. This method attempts
to maximize the between-cluster sum of squares
or minimize the within-cluster sum of squares; we
used the latter option to optimize within-cluster
similarity based on input variables. We used the
cubic clustering criterion (CCC) and pseudo-F (PSF)
statistics, as well as clinical judgment, to inform the
final number of clusters. Inputs to the algorithm were
BHQ questions plus type of benefit plan.
We initially developed the clusters using a cohort
of members in the top 25 percent of cost; inputs
were BHQ responses. We then applied the cluster
algorithm to the entire study cohort and compared
the distribution of the clusters to cost quintiles.
This provided a picture of how much the cluster
definitions were driven by cost. This comparison
also helped to ensure that potential discrepancies
in cluster distribution between the actual high-cost
members and members who were predicted to have
high cost did not eliminate any clusters or make
them less useful.
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Results
Six thousand forty-seven members met the criteria
for this study; 1,512 were in the top 25 percent of
costs. Six percent of the population (n=382) incurred
no 2014 costs subsequent to their BHQ. Enrollment
in an exchange plan subsequent to the BHQ ranged
from 1 (0.2 percent) to 12 (33.8 percent) months.
Characteristics of the population can be found in
Table 1. Those incurring higher costs were more
likely to be female and older, to have HMO coverage,
and to have positive responses to BHQ questions.
Thirteen percent of responses related to PHQ2 and
prior insurance were missing, 1 percent were missing
responses to the financial considerations question;
other questions had 0.2 percent to 0.5 percent
missing responses.
The final model results in the combined training
and validation data sets with adjusted odds of
predicting high cost of care are illustrated in Figure
1 and detailed in Table 2. Variables most strongly
predictive of high cost of care included having fair
or poor health, requiring prescription medications,
and enrolling in a non-high deductible plan. Prior
ED utilization, a history of being uninsured, and
number (out of four) of comorbid conditions, age,
and female gender were also highly significant.
The c-statistic for the resulting model estimated
in the combined training and validation data sets
was 0.7466. After correcting for optimism, the final
estimate of future model performance was 0.7080.
Figure A1 in the supplemental online Appendix
shows the receiver operating characteristic curves
for the final model estimated in the training sample
and scored in the training and validation samples
to depict how discrimination may be attenuated
across all predicted values in applying the
model to future samples. Figure A2 in the online
Appendix illustrates how the final model predictive
accuracy may be maintained across most of the
predictive range in applying the model to future
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samples, and the potential for overprediction in
the top two deciles.

Generating Evidence & Methods
to improve patient outcomes

In determining the optimum number of clusters in
which to partition members of the top 25th percentile
of costs, the CCC values suggested 2, 4, or 8 clusters,
while the PSF values suggested 2 or 4. We felt that
more segmentation might yield more clinically
Generating Evidence & Methods
meaningful groups and selected the 8 cluster
to improve patient outcomes
solution; characteristics of these clusters are shown
in Table 3. Each cluster displays a somewhat unique
combination of characteristics that might indicate a
need for intervention and outreach or, conversely, no
immediate needs other than preventive care.

eGEMs

In comparing the distribution to cost quintiles, it
became apparent that three of the clusters (2,
3, and 8) were more heavily composed of highcost members. The distribution of clusters in the
top quintile of predicted probability for high cost
compared with the distribution in the actual top
25 percent cost members is fairly similar, with the
exception of cluster 7 being underrepresented in the
top quintile of model scores (Figure A3). Sensitivity
analyses in which missing data were grouped with
positive rather than nonpositive responses did not
change the results of the predictive models or the
clusters.

Discussion
The newly insured Individual Exchange population
encompasses subpopulations with a broad range
of care needs.7,21 Our operational and analytic
initiative illustrates how complementary analytic
methods coupled with the systematic collection
of patient-reported data can inform care delivery
for heterogeneous and potentially complex
patient populations—minimizing adverse effects of
discontinuity and improving system efficiencies.
Traditional approaches to anticipating care needs for
complex patients have relied on predictive models to
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identify candidates for interventions.14,22,23 Although
valuable for estimating the probability of a given
outcome for individuals, using predictive models
alone to anticipate population care needs has
two primary limitations:Models may identify large
numbers of at-risk individuals that are too great for
effective interventions; and outcomes of interest to
systems and policymakers (e.g., cost of care, hospital
admission) reflect many different clinical scenarios
that require different intervention strategies.24
Large-scale care management interventions such
as Medicare demonstration projects are costly, labor
intensive, and have varying results.25-27 Thus, more
focused approaches to care management have been
recommended.28 Tailoring successful interventions to
optimize efficient and effective care requires either
focused predictive models designed around specific
interventions (e.g., dialysis prevention in individuals
with renal disease) or additional means of identifying
meaningful subpopulations.24,29
When applied to populations at risk for specific
outcomes, cluster algorithms can identify actionable
subpopulations to inform intervention development
and application. Using historical data, we developed
a predictive model and associated decision tool
to identify individuals at risk for high cost of care.
We then applied cluster techniques to partition the
highest-risk group into discrete subgroups groups
with identifiable care needs and in doing so created
an informal typology of subpopulations. The decision
tool and typology can then be used to subset new
patients from similar populations into actionable
subgroups. Figure 1 illustrates how historical data
can be used to develop both predictive models and
population typologies that can then be applied to
individual level data to tailor care.
Previous applications of predictive modeling to
patient-reported data have identified self-reported
utilization, prescription drug use, health-related
quality of life (HRQOL), and information on medical
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Table 1. Characteristics of New Exchange Members Responding to the Brief Health Questionnaire
Between January 1, 2014 and June 30, 2014 (N=6,047) by Low Versus High Costs
MEMBER CHARACTERISTIC
Female gender

LOWEST 3
QUARTILES1
(N=4535), N (%)

HIGHEST
QUARTILE1
(N=1512), N (%)

2,574 (56.8)

979 (64.7)

723 (15.9)

60 (4.0)

P VALUE
<0.0001

Age group, years
0–18
19–34

1,148 (25.3)

298 (19.7)

35–54

1,458 (32.2)

532 (35.2)

55+

1,206 (26.6)

622 (41.1)

HMO

1,082 (23.9)

603 (39.9)

Deductible coinsurance

1,434 (31.6)

535 (35.4)

High deductible health plan with HSA

2,019 (44.5)

374 (24.7)

1–3

56 (1.2)

27 (1.8)

4–6

80 (1.8)

41 (2.7)

7–9

1,870 (41.2)

706 (46.7)

10–12

2,529 (55.8)

738 (48.8)

<0.0001

192 (4.2)

246 (16.3)

<0.0001

<0.0001

Product type

<0.0001

Months of exchange enrollment post-BHQ

Poor or fair health
Condition that interferes with daily activity

542 (12.0)

431 (28.5)

<0.0001

1,600 (35.3)

954 (63.1)

<0.0001

875 (19.3)

596 (39.4)

<0.0001

0

3,660 (80.7)

916 (60.6)

1

772 (17.0)

463 (30.6)

2

96 (2.1)

117 (7.7)

3

7 (0.2)

11 (0.7)

4

0 (0.0)

5 (0.3)

<0.0001

Asthma

263 (5.8)

157 (10.4)

<0.0001

Diabetes

139 (3.1)

168 (11.1)

<0.0001

Heart disease

62 (1.4)

80 (5.3)

<0.0001

High blood pressure

521 (11.5)

345 (22.8)

<0.0001

Prior year ED use

443 (9.8)

290 (19.2)

<0.0001

Prior year inpatient admission

148 (3.3)

114 (7.5)

<0.0001

Reported financial constraint

266 (5.9)

229 (15.1)

<0.0001

PHQ2 score of 3 or more

166 (3.7)

127 (8.4)

<0.0001

1,314 (29.0)

606 (40.1)

<0.0001

Current prescription medication
One or more chronic condition
Number of chronic conditions (0–4)

No insurance >8 months in prior year

Note: Members were required to have no face-to-face encounters prior to BHQ completion.
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Figure 1. Final Model Results on Combined Training and Validation Data Sets
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Table 2. Predictive Model: Odds of Being in the Top 25% of Cost Based on Demographics and BHQ
Responses*
ODDS
RATIO

95%
CONFIDENCE

INTERVAL

Female vs. male gender

1.28

1.121

1.462

0.0003

Age at BHQ administration (per year)

1.017

1.013

1.021

<.0001

Fair/poor health (vs. excellent/very
good/ good)

2.185

1.747

2.734

<.0001

Condition interferes with daily
activity

1.664

1.415

1.956

<.0001

Any current prescription medication

2.007

1.734

2.324

<.0001

Number of comorbid conditions
(per condition)

1.306

1.158

1.472

<.0001

ED utilization in prior year

1.801

1.506

2.154

<.0001

Previously Uninsured

1.435

1.253

1.642

<.0001

HMO (HDHP referent)

2.736

2.332

3.211

<.0001

DHMO (HDHP referent)

1.963

1.676

2.298

<.0001

PARAMETER

P-VALUE

Notes: *C-statistic from full data model: 0.7466 (0.7324, 0.7608). See also Supplemental Digital Content, Figure A1.
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conditions as predictive of cost and hospital
utilization.5,6 Our predictive model additionally
identified self-reported health status, functional
limitations, positive depression screen, lack of
prior insurance, age, gender, and having HMO and
deductible-based insurance as potential predictors
of high-cost care. This information was moderately
predictive of being in the top quartile for cost of care
with a c-statistic of 0.75.
When this population was further partitioned with
cluster techniques, these variables illustrated several
potentially actionable subgroups of new members.
For example, Cluster 3 (Table 3) identified 96
individuals, of whom a majority had fair/poor health,
required prescription medications, had financial
constraints, were likely to have a positive depression
screen, and had high hospital utilization during
the prior year. Members of this group are likely to
benefit from prompt and relatively intensive care
management outreach with special attention to
their behavioral health needs. In contrast, Cluster
6 identified 219 individuals who were in good
health, but all of whom had no insurance during
the preceding year—potential users of “catch-up”
preventive and other care. Members of the largest
group, Cluster 7, are notable for relatively low
morbidity and low prior utilization, but moderate
medication needs. Targeting care management
resources to this large group would be less efficient,
but specific pharmacy services might be useful and
welcome. Individuals identified in Cluster 5 who
report relatively low morbidity and high emergency
service use may benefit from convenient access to
urgent care services.
Because cluster methods are inherently exploratory,
not all clusters necessarily provide actionable
information. In our example, cluster 1 comprises
individuals who appear to have been previously
insured, have at least one chronic condition, and
require prescription medications. They may be

http://repository.edm-forum.org/egems/vol4/iss1/14
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transitioning between insurers, shopping primarily
on price through the exchange, or have undetected
medical needs. As some of these assumptions
require additional verification, this cluster may not
be ideal for initial intervention development.Close
collaboration with local operational partners is
essential to interpret results and to apply the method
iteratively with a mind to effective interventions.
Ideally, input variables are selected to reflect
potential interventions—such as identifying those
with financial needs when community or other social
support resources are available. In our application,
inputs were limited to items from a needs
assessment, but the sequential process of identifying
a larger at-risk group using a predictive model
and then partitioning the group into actionable
subgroups can be applied with any available and
relevant variables.
Previous studies have combined partitioning
techniques and multivariable models to identify
subgroups with different clinical prognoses or
alone to identify subgroups with different clinical
risks and needs.30-32 Decision trees have also been
used to select variables for predictive models.22
We are unaware of any applications of predictive
modeling, cluster techniques, and patient-reported
data, or of applying these techniques to inform care
management. Although our approach may appear
burdensome, current analytic and data collection
capacities facilitate combining techniques. When
indicated, patient-reported data are increasingly
available and extractable.
This initiative has several limitations. First, our sample
of BHQ responses primarily reflected individuals
who contacted KPCO for an appointment. Thus
the variables that predict high cost of care and the
associated typology of new members reflect users
of the delivery system and may not incorporate
subpopulations of nonusers. Beneficiaries with high
deductible health plans were less likely to be in the
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Figure 2. Applying Sequential Analytic Methods to Inform Tailored Care Delivery
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Table 3. Clusters Within the Top 25th Percentile of Costs (% with Characteristic) (N = 1,512)

CLUSTER
Characteristic

1
N=244

2
N=141

3
N=96

4
N=89

5
N=128

6
N=219

7
N=499

8
N=96

Fair/poor health

0%*

24%**

74%**

100%**

11%*

0%*

1%*

32%**

Condition interferes
with daily activity

23%*

100%**

92%**

22%*

31%

12%*

0%*

61%**

Current prescription
medication

89%**

58%*

96%**

79%**

52%*

88%**

36%*

56%*

1+ chronic condition

100%**

0%*

91%**

78%**

0%*

74%**

0%*

35%**

Reported financial
constraint

9%*

10%*

59%**

9%*

4%*

9%*

2%*

100%**

3+ on PHQ2

3%*

12%**

44%**

10%

6%*

4%*

2%*

28%**

Prior year ED use

17%

0%*

71%**

9%*

100%**

12%*

0%*

19%

Prior year admission

6%

4%*

51%**

1%*

22%**

3%*

2%*

0%*

No insurance >8
months in prior year

0%*

39%

19%*

55%**

34%*

100%**

25%*

99%**

DESCRIPTORS, NOT INCLUDED IN CLUSTERING ALGORITHM
Age group
0–18

0%*

6%**

0%*

0%*

6%**

0%*

8%**

0%*

19–34

14%*

21%

11%*

7%*

31%**

11%*

26%**

22%

35–54

27%*

35%

40%**

43%**

42%**

35%

36%

30%*

55+

58%**

38%

47%**

51%**

20%*

54%**

29%*

48%**

59%*

67%

66%

63%

70%**

62%

68%

60%*

DHMO

36%

30%*

35%

30%*

42%**

31%*

37%

40%**

HDHP

24%

21%*

17%*

21%*

25%

23%

30%**

18%*

HMO

40%

49%**

48%**

48%**

33%*

46%**

33%*

43%

Female gender
Plan type

Note: *Below population average 99% CL. **Above population average 99% CL.
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top cost quartile and may be underrepresented.
This may reflect self-selection of lower cost plans
Generating Evidence & Methods
by healthier
individuals or deferred care due to
to improve
patient outcomes
financial constraints (or both). Developing insurance
products that optimize access and cost while
encouraging individual self-efficacy is necessary
for clarifying population health care needs and
utilization patterns.Second, our assessment was
Generating Evidence & Methods
tolimited
improve patient
outcomes
to new
members of a single integrated
delivery system. Using similar methodologies
across other delivery systems and settings (or using
statewide public health survey data) could provide a
broader picture of population care needs and inform
more population-level interventions.Third, it could
be argued that using a predictive model as a first
step is not necessary, as data mining methods can
theoretically identify any number of discrete clusters,
given a set of input variables.33 However, we felt
that applying a decision tool to identify individuals
at risk and subsequently segment them based on
a derived typology was more consistent with a
traditional approach to care delivery—for managing
the health of individuals within populations, the two
methods are complementary. Finally, this report
focuses on the analytic aspects of the BHQ initiative.
However, identifying high need individuals is the
easy part. Developing and implementing successful
(and tailored) interventions requires clinical and
operational engagement, an appreciation of system
and patient context, and effective allocation of
resources.

eGEMs

Population health leaders might apply these
methods with patient-reported or other data
to identify actionable subgroups for early care
management, quantify high need populations
for resource allocation, tailor insurance products
to optimize access, or develop self-efficacy
interventions for patients with specific care needs.
Anticipating care needs before they happen can
improve system efficiency and minimize the adverse
health outcomes associated with discontinuity.
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Appendix: Supplemental Digital Content

Generating
Evidence
Methods
Figure
A1.& Receiver
to improve patient outcomes

Operating Characteristic Curves for Final Model Estimated In Training Sample
and Scored in Training and Validation Samples

eGEMs
Generating Evidence & Methods
to improve patient outcomes

LINE

DESCRIPTION

C-STATISTIC (95% CI)

1

Model built and scored on training data set

0.7625 (0.7433,0.7817)

2

Model built on training data set, scored on
validation

0.7239 (0.7025,0.7453)

3

Optimism (Line 1–Line 2)

4

Model built and scored on combined data set

0.7466 (0.7324, 0.7608)

5

Final corrected (Line 4–Line 3)

0.7080 (0.6916, 0.7244)
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0.0386 (0.0408, 0.0364)
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Figure A2. Calibration of Final Model Estimated in Training Sample and Scored in Training and
Validation Samples
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Figure A3. Comparison of Cluster Distribution Between Highest Model Quintile to Actual Top 25%
Cost Population
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